
ASTR/GEOL-2040: Search for life 

in the Universe: Lecture 10

• RNA world & LUCA

• Top-down approach
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Position in classification scheme

bacteria

deinococcus-thermus

deinococcales

deinococcaaceae

deinococcus

radiodurans

enterobacteriales

proteobacteria

escherichia

coli

enterobacteriaceae

bacteria



Phylogenetic Tree

• Based on physical & genetic differences

– Taxa: group of populations

• Darwin (1857): the time would come “when 

we shall have very fairly true genealogical 

trees of each great kingdom of nature.” 

– RGS: life does not reject what evolution has 

created, but simply builds on what has gone 

before.
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Phylogenetic Tree

• RGS: life does not reject what evolution has 

created, but simply builds on what has gone 

before.

– Biological record of continuous 

additions/modifications in genetic material

• Tree construction:

– Similar molecules in different creatures

– Similar parts inherited from common ancestor
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Modern tree building

• Uses ribosomal RNA (rRNA)

– Branch length = difference in rRNA

• Three clear “domains”

– Bacteria, archea, eukarya

• Root on tree  LUCA

– Last universal common ancestor

• Closest to tree: thermophiles, hyperthermophiles

– Evolution from hot  cold

– chemotrophs
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Rooted Tree



Eucarya

mitochondrion

Cells within cells (“organelles”)

Choroplasts is another example

p. 84

Ocean liner

Toy sailing boat



Unrooted Tree



Modern tree building

• Uses ribosomal RNA (rRNA)

– Branch length = difference in rRNA

• Three clear “domains”

– Bacteria, archea, eukarya

• Root on tree  LUCA

– Last universal common ancestor

• What types of organisms closest to the root?
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Modern tree building
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Put into 

perspective

• DNA world

– Now

• RNA world

– then

• Prebiotic word

– at the beginning
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Key feature of RNA world idea?

A. RNA simple to synthesize

B. RNA is less stable than DNA

C. RNA can act as a catalyst

D. RNA can attach to clays

E. RNA can attach to proteins
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The RNA world

• Central dogma of chemistry of life

– DNA  RNA   protein

store    messenger    enzyme

• Dilemma in bottom-down approach!

• RNA world: only RNA

– RNA acts as enzyme, messenger, and store for itself!

– Ribonucleic acid enzyme = Ribozyme (mRNA, etc)

Walter Gilbert
(1986, Nature 319, 618)



Key feature of RNA world idea?

A. RNA simple to synthesize

B. RNA is less stable than DNA

C. RNA can act as a catalyst

D. RNA can attach to clays

E. RNA can attach to proteins
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RNA itself acts as enzyme
– in addition to proteins!
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RNA itself as enzyme
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Similarity with viruses

• Replicates only inside cell (all domains of life)

– RNA or DNA + protein (+lipid) coat

• Edge of life: have genes, evol nat selection

– But no metabolism

– 20-300 nm size

– Double-stranded: dsDNA, dsRNA

– Single-stranded: ssDNA, ssRNA  retrovirus

– High mutation rate
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Evidence for RNA world

• Ribozymes have been synthesized

– E.g. polymerase

• Catalyzed synthesis of 95 nucleotides

– Itself able to manufacture another ribosome



Who is closest to the root?

• ………..

• ……………….
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Modern tree building
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Thermus, thermofilum, methanopyrus,...
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Deinococcus thermus



Closest to the root?

• thermophiles, hyperthermophiles

– Evolution from hot  cold

• Chemotrophs

– Do not use light as energy source

– Deep biosphere rather than surface
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Cold organisms first?

• …..

• ………

• …………….

• …………………
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Cold organisms first?

• Yes, also possible:

• Hydrothermal vent first

• Then ocean-sterilizing impact

• Only thermophiles survives
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Origin of Life: Summary
1. “Organic soup” vs. dilute solution.

2. Complex organics developed (mineral templates?).

3. “Pre-cells” enclosed complex organics.

4. Natural selection increased RNA complexity.

5. DNA developed within some successful cell(s).

A reasonable scenario, though many details are missing!



Next

• Summary

• Habitable zone

• Origin of life on Earth

• Chapter 2 of RGS pp 43-50

• + Box 2.1 and Fig.2.5


